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Note
Send newsletter contributions

for the January / February issue
to Karen McCoy at
writerlibrarian@gmail.com
by January 20th, 2014.
E-mail submissions only, please.
HCH is published bi-monthly. All information in HCH is printed in good faith.
No endorsements or warranties should be
taken or are implied as a result of any information presented herein. All rights reserved. Submissions will be edited and
published at the discretion of the editor,
Karen McCoy, writerlibrarian@gmail.com
RWA chapters are welcome to reprint member bylined articles, provided they give credit
to the authors and submit a copy of the newsletter issue the articles appear in. Other organizations and/or publications must request
prior written permission to reprint.

Join us and our guest speaker
Tami Cowden, November 16,
at Prescott Country Club at
11am for Hero & Heroine Revealed:
Creating Characters that Resonate
with Readers.
This workshop describes the
characteristics of the sixteen
literary heroic archetypes,
and discusses how to use these
archetypes to create original characters who reach the
hearts and minds of readers.
Particular focus is
given on the interaction between heroes
and heroines, and
the development of
romantic conflict and
resolution.

Tami Cowden received the
Individual Achievement in
Fiction Award from America
Mensa, Ltd. for her first short
story. She has sold more than
20 other short stories since,
and her stories have appeared
in three award nominated
anthologies, Love Triumphs,
Love Mystifies and Love Sizzles.
Her first novel, CRUISING
FOR LOVE, winner of RWA’s
Golden Heart, was released by
Avalon Books. Tami
also coauthored The
Complete Writers Guide
to Heroes and Heroines:
Sixteen Master Archetypes,
a guide to characterization for writers.

Friendly Reminder

Don’t Forget Your Dues!
It’s that time again—time to pay up for
another year of camaraderie, information, and
support you get from membership in NARWA.
Please pay your $24 dues at our January meeting!
Those unable to attend can send dues to Valerie Price.

NARWA Treasurer:

Valerie Price
1445 S. Table Mountain Rd.
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
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Prez Sez
By Arlene Hittle

Persistence
pays
When faced with one of those
Facebook prompts, asking “If
you could write a note to your
younger self, what would you say
in only two words?” those were
the two that popped into my
head.
The power of persistence has
been uppermost in my thoughts
thanks to DIVA’s debut. It’s
no secret DIVA isn’t my first
manuscript. Nor is it even my
second or third. If I count them,
I finished seven before DIVA—
and got halfway through a few
others.
Some of those stories are better
than others, and I still hope to
publish most, if not all, of them.
That, too, will take persistence.
I’ll have to plop my butt in the
chair and do the work to make
them sing.

Cyberspace is full of success
stories. The indie author who
inked a six-figure deal with a
Big Six publisher. The multipublished author who starts her
own publishing house. Fan-fic
that sells millions.
They have one thing in
common: They didn’t give up.
Imagine if E.L. James had
thrown in the towel the first time
someone complained her books
were poorly written. Or if J.K.
Rowling had let her tumultuous
personal life—death, divorce,
welfare—keep her from finishing
the first Harry Potter.
Yes, perhaps that’s a better
example.
I didn’t have the privilege of
attending RWA Nationals this
year, but I’ve watched the video
of Kristan Higgins’ keynote
speech (twice). Both times, I was
moved to tears by the part where
she talks about reasons not to
write. (Emphasis is mine.)
“... This is the joyful battle of
the writer. If I’m not struggling,
if I’m not doubting, then I’m
not working hard enough. Long

screen. Ah well. At least she
doesn’t drool on the keyboard,
unlike the dog.
Some of my friends chimed in
with their two words of advice,
too. My favorites: Dream bigger.
Love yourself. Demand more.
Enjoy life. Be yourself. Have
fun. Love more.
Great recommendations, every
one.
So keep writing, querying and
submitting. You can’t win if
you’re not in the game.

doubt and misery that I end up
with something I’m really proud
of.”
Other gems from Higgins’
speech:
— “It’s supposed to be hard. If
it wasn’t hard, then 90 percent
of humans would be authors.”
— “The beauty of writing is
that no one can bench you. If
you want to write, write. If one
book doesn’t work, try another.
... No one can lie on top of your
computer and force you to stop—
except your cat.”
Darn that cat! Mine likes to rub
her face on the side of my laptop

Alison DeLaine
Alison DeLaine had a great time
at the Lonestar conference in
Houston in early October, and
now she is gearing up for two
upcoming releases from HQN:
her novella, A LADY BY DAY,
in November, and her first
book, A GENTLEMAN TIL
MIDNIGHT, on December 31.
Meanwhile, she is having fun
writing the third book in the
series.

before I love my books, I hate
them. And it’s only through that

Member News
Anne Marie Becker
Anne Marie wrapped up edits on
her next release, which has been
retitled. DARK DEEDS (Mindhunters, Book 4) will be available
March 17, 2014. She’s submitted
the proposal for Book 5 in that
series and is back to work on the
first book in her Omega series.

Susan Haught
Susan is excited to announce the
release of SHALL WE DANCE?,
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an anthology of romantic Halloween tales. Her story, Shall
We Dance, also ended up as
the book’s main title! Melinda
Elmore, another NARWA member, also had a story, Spirits in
the Graveyard, published in
the same anthology. Way to go,
ladies!
Arlene Hittle
Arlene is still celebrating the
release of DIVA IN THE DUGOUT, her debut release with
Turquoise Morning Press. But
with two more Love & Baseball
books releasing in March and
April 2014, there’s no rest for
the wicked. She just turned in
Book 2, BEAUTY AND THE
BALLPLAYER, to her editor,
and is madly writing the end of
(still) Untitled Book 3. She’s also
getting ready to release her first
indie story, a holiday
novella called HOME FOR THE
HOLIDAYS.
Karen McCoy
Karen made some potentially
lucrative connections at a recent
conference and will be
submitting her completed novel
later this year. As well as edits,
she’s hoping to have the draft of
her new YA novel done by the
end of the holidays. She will also
(regretfully) be stepping down
as newsletter editor to work on
upcoming projects and commitments.

Save the Date
NARWA

•
•

11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Saturday, November 16 — Tami Cowden. See the
Program Note on Page 1 for more info. Prescott Country Club,
Dewey.
11 a.m. Saturday, December 20 — Brainstormers’ Meeting. Date
and Time TBA.

Around Arizona
A sampling of events from the
Arizona Authors Association Calendar
www.azauthors.com
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

9:00a.m.-12:00p.m. Friday, November 8 – Regular Meeting, Fountain Hills Christian Writers. Fountain View Village, Fountain Hills.
10:15a.m.-5:00p.m. Saturday, November 9 – Eighth Annual Fall Writers’ Workshops. FREE ADMISSION, NO REGISTRATION NECESSARY. Presenters include Gini Koch,
Kris Tualla, Donna Hatch, Erin Quinn, Morgan Kearns,
and others. Scottsdale Civic Center Library, Scottsdale.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Tuesday, November 12 – Regular
Meeting, Valley of the Sun Romance Writers. Iron Works
Restaurant, Phoenix.
5:30p.m.-7:30p.m. Wednesday, November 20 – Regular Meeting, Scottsdale Society of Women Writers. Cactus
Room, Chapparral Suites, Scottsdale.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Tuesday, November 26 – Regular
Meeting, Desert Rose Romance Writers. Monti’s La Casa
Vieja, Tempe.
1:00p.m.-3:00p.m. Saturday, November 30 – Regular
Meeting, Christian Writers of the West (CWOW). Beautiful
Savior Lutheran Church, Tempe.
10:00am.-2:00p.m. Saturday, December 20 – Regular
Meeting, Tuscon Sisters in Crime Chapter. Viscount Suites,
Hotel, Tuscon.
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m. Saturday, December 21– Regular
Meeting, Phoenix Writers Club (PWC). Bluewater Grill,
Phoenix.
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10 Free

(or Mostly Free)
Book Launch
Strategies

2. Send a newsletter
announcement.

At the end of the day, social
media channels may disappear,
but your email list of fans, followers, and friends will be yours.
By Beth Barany
I’ve been cultivating a list for
years, even before I knew I would
The following article first appeared in
self-publish, and now I have over
the August 2013 issue of Heart of the
1,770 people to whom I can send
Bay, the newsletter of the San Francisco announcements. Many authors
Area chapter of RWA. Permission is
think a newsletter means that
granted to RWA chapters to reprint or
have to send out a monthly (or
forward this article with proper credit to more often) newsletter. That’s
the author and chapter.
an old idea. We can send out
This article is for independent auan announcement when there’s
thors, but the tips can apply to tradinews, like when your book is
tionally published authors, too.

sale. If your book is fiction, this
is more common. Not so much
with nonfiction.

4. List your book for free.

Free works well in certain fiction genres. The Kindle Select
Program allows you to have your
book for free in a 5-day period
over 3 months. But you have to
not have your book listed anywhere else.
Resource: Learn about the
Kindle Select Program here:
kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/
KDPSelect

5. Run a blog tour.

Organize a blog tour to use the
power of other people’s blogs
there are as many
and their avid fans to spread the
ways to market your
word about your books. Blog
book as there are
tours are great for increasing
authors.
your visibility and getting your
books in the hands of major influencers: book bloggers.
published, you’ve released an au- Resource: Find more about tips
dio edition, to highlight a great
on running a blog tour here:
review, or when you’re giving a
www.writersfunzone.com/blog/
presentation. As you get ready
2013/06/07/3-essential-tips-toto publish your book, you can
running-your-own-blog-tour
build excitement by sending out
an announcement to reveal the
6. Organize a review request
cover. Be sure to put your news- campaign.
letter signup box on your site or If you don’t want to do an extenblog.
sive blog tour, you can create a
Resource: Mail Chimp gives
book review request campaign.
out free accounts, and it stays
Essentially, you request reviews
free until you have 2,000 subfrom friends, family, colleagues,
scribers. So there’s no excuse to and readers, and ask them to
get started: www.MailChimp.
1. Use other people’s lists.
post their review on Amazon
com
If you’re just starting out and
within a certain period, and
don’t have a lot of people in
enter all of them in a drawing for
3. Run a sale.
your social media circles or on
prizes.
Many authors discount their
your newsletter—you do have a
newsletter, don’t you? If not, get books when they first publish
7. Run a contest.
them. If you’re a first-time auone; more on that below—then
I’ve seen some authors create
ask friends of yours to share the thor, or want to build buzz and
contests like sending in photos,
good news that your book is out. excitement, put your book on
Many new independently published authors think that they
need to launch a book with lots
of fanfare right after they hit
the publish button. Actually,
you don’t need to do that. You
can“launch” your book in the
first few weeks or even months.
Here’s a list of marketing activities that I or authors I know
have used to increase sales and
visibility.
A quick note: There are as
many ways to market your book
as there are authors. I’ve seen
some really creative campaigns.
It’s up to you to mix and match,
and experiment because you may
not know what will work for you
or your audience until you try.
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or videos, or stories. You pick
a winner and give a prize. This
type of activity can also work before the book comes out.

Member Releases

8. Give away gifts.

SHALL WE DANCE?

Combine giveaways with a blog
tour. People love free stuff! I
recommend giving away something that’s related to your book,
but people also really like gift
cards. The more related the
prizes are to your book, the
more you’ll hopefully attract
lifelong fans.

9. Run a pay-with-a-tweet
campaign.

This free tool is a fun way to give
away a book, and works well if
you already have a few books out,
and can give away a book that
feeds into your other books.
Resource: Find out more
here:www.paywithatweet.com

10. Invest in paid advertising.

I’ve been hearing good results
with BookBub.com though I
have not tried it myself yet. Read
their instructions and subscribe
first to see how they work.
The Promotion Posse is a monthly
column spotlighting promotional strategies for authors, written by members of
SFA-RWA with a knack for PR.
BETH BARANY raves about kickass heroines, magic, and love, on her
site,author.bethbarany.com and on
Twitter at www.twitter.com/beth_barany. Her latest romance novella is
“Touchstone of Love” in the collection
Gargoyle: Three Enchanting Romance
Novellas.

Edited by Marie McGaha
Not one, but two NARWA
members have stories published
in this brand new anthology featuring eight heartwarming tales.
The lead story, Shall We Dance,
by Susan Haught, is the sweet
story of a young nurse who makes
Halloween extra special for one
of her elderly patients. Melinda
Elmore’s story is titled Spirits in
the Graveyard. Her story features
Pollen, a woman mourning the
anniversary of her husband’s
death who waits
for his appearance at the cemetery. Copies
now available on
CreateSpace!

DIVA IN THE
DUGOUT
by Arlene Hittle
NARWA president Arlene Hittle’s debut novel, DIVA IN THE
DUGOUT, is a baseball romantic comedy you
won’t want to
put down! Now
available on
Amazon.com.

The Most Effective
Marketing for the
Pre-Published Writer
by Jeffe Kennedy
The following article first appeared on
the Word Whores blog and was reprinted in the Third Quarter issue of
Out of This World, the newsletter of
the Fantasy, Futuristic & Paranormal
chapter. Permission granted for reuse by
RWA chapters with appropriate credit
given to the author and chapter.
One week on the Word Whores
blog, which is a group of seven
authors of various kinds of
speculative fiction, who blog
weekly on various topics (http://
word-whores.blogspot.com/),
I kicked off the topic of Word
On the Street: Most Outrageous
(Yet Effective!) Marketing Plan
For The Not-Yet Famous. For
some reason, when I first read
this topic, to mull over my take
on it, I understood it as “not yet
published.” I see now that it’s
“not-yet famous,” which is, um,
pretty much every damn one of
us who isn’t Stephen King, Stephenie Meyer or J.K. Rowling.
I ran with the “not-yet-published” aspect, not just because
that’s what I mentally prepared,
but because I think I have good
advice. And here it is time to
elect a new FFP board, so the
topic is timely.
My advice even counts as outrageous, because I think it’s
something that doesn’t occur to
most people:
Volunteer to be President of
your local or special interest
writing chapter.
Continued on Page 6
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It could have been the
champagne.
Seriously.
Of course, we all know how
Now, maybe this advice is
this story turned out. Both the
tailored more for the romance
agent and editor, to my astonwriters, because RWA has loishment, passed on the book.
cal and special interest (read:
At loose ends, I took a couple
online) chapters. Organizations of online workshops (I lived
like Science Fiction Writers of
in the wilds of Wyoming at the
America (SFWA), while they
time) and looked for help. One
have informal regional gathergal suggested I join the Fantasy,
ings, don’t have chapters in
Futuristic and Paranormal (FFP)
the same way. Even if they did,
special interest chapter (online,
SFWA doesn’t embrace the pre- naturally), for advice and suppublished authors in the same
port. Best advice ever.
way as RWA does, so the point is
Shortly after I joined up, calls
pretty much moot.
went out for a new board. No
So, here’s my story. Back in the one stepped up to be President
day (2008), when I was shopping
the book that became Rogue’s
Pawn, I joined RWA for one
Because I gave to them,
reason and one reason only – so
all those wonderful
I could attend the RWA National
people wanted to give
Conference and personally pitch
back to me.
to an agent and editor. I was
naïve enough then that I truly
believed that this was all I needed and the pleas for a volunteer
to do to sell my book.
grew increasingly strident. I
(Yeah, you can take a moment finally said, hey, total newbie
to shake your heads sadly.)
here, but I’m willing, and they
I knew Not One Person there
snapped up my offer with scary
and, after I pitched and got my
speed. I ended up serving two
requests, I celebrated at the bar
years as Prez of FFP and I still
by myself with a glass of chamsit in on board meetings as Past
pagne. Sad and pitiful, I know.
President, for continuity.
But I felt okay about it because I
The astonishing part was when
knew the agent and editor would I attended the RT Booklovers
read my manuscript, offer me a Convention the following spring
lucrative, multi-book contract.
and then the next RWA ConferThen, I figured, I’d return to
ence. Suddenly, everyone knew
the conference the next summer who I was! The published mem– because the enormously high
bers of FFP hugged me on sight,
quality of the keynote and awards took me under their wings and
ceremony speeches, along with
introduced me to their agents
the workshops and
and editors. They, and other
panels had so impressed me – as agents and editors, took me
a legit romance author and make more seriously. When I pitched,
friends then.
we started out talking about FFP
Continued from Page 5

and what the chapter did. Serving on that board gave me an
entrée that I’d lacked the previous year. I met my first critique
partners (CPs) through FFP,
several of whom are still my CPs
and good friends today.
Even now, some of my best
connections are ones I made
by serving as President of FFP.
Because I gave to them, all those
wonderful people wanted to give
back to me.
And it’s made all the difference.
Jeffe Kennedy is an award-winning
author with a writing career that spans
decades. Her fantasy BDSM romance,
Petals and Thorns, originally published
under the pen name Jennifer Paris, has
won several reader awards. Sapphire,
the first book in Facets of Passion has
placed first in multiple romance contests and the follow-up, Platinum, is
climbing the charts. Her most recent
works include three fiction series: the
fantasy romance novels of A Covenant
of Thorns, the contemporary BDSM
novellas of the Facets of Passion, and
the post-apocalyptic vampire erotica of
the Blood Currency.
Jeffe lives in Santa Fe, with two
Maine coon cats, a border collie, plentiful free-range lizards and a Doctor of
Oriental Medicine. Jeffe can be found
online at her website: JeffeKennedy.com
or every Sunday at the popular Word
Whores blog.
She is represented by Pam van Hylckama Vlieg of Foreword Literary.
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couching dirty realities in pretty
language paintings?
For these moments, I have two
note cards covered with quotes.
I take those cards out and read
them when I start feeling like
this, like there is just not a story
in the world that could possibly
NARWA is in need of a new
matter more than teaching starveditor for the newsletter. It’s an ing people how to grow food.
excellent learning opportunity,
What they remind me is that stoa way to further connect with
ries are, in their own right, a very
group members, and it looks
necessary kind of food—a food
great on a query bio. If interest- without which we cannot live any
ed, please contact our president, more than the kind of food we
Arlene Hittle, at
put in our mouths.
ahittle90@gmail.com.
Stories aren’t just passive entertainment. We turn to stories
to tell us how to make it through
those times we don’t think we’re
going to make it through. In
Why Stories Matter college I needed to see Scarlett
O’Hara and Madame Bovary
By Theresa Rogers
live through loving the man they
couldn’t have (in my case, the
The following article first appeared in
man I couldn’t get back). Somethe October 2013 issue of Heart of the times I need to watch Holden
Bay, the newsletter of the San Francisco Caulfield and Beloved wrestle
Area chapter of RWA. Permission is
with their versions of despair so
granted to RWA chapters to reprint or
I can contextualize mine. And
forward this article with proper credit to sometimes when a darker emothe author and chapter.
tion has me in its sway, I want a
story full of sparkle and sass, a
This month I found myself, in life raft from the shadowy depths
the midst of reworking a story,
of my internal ocean, reminding
wondering why I bothered.
me there is a surface, after all.
There are times when this feeling
That’s perhaps the most imsurfaces in me where I think of
portant reason to write—stories
the long hours I put into my art, are our collective wisdom remy craft, and wonder if the bal- garding how to make it through
ance of a story’s existing is worth any and everything. There are
the effort. Wouldn’t my time be endless reports of rescue workbetter spent volunteering at a
ers in the depths of war zones
women’s shelter or writing non- and the scenes of natural disasfiction articles about issues I’m
ters holding frightened children
passionate about? Is my writing
close and telling them stories.
fiction just a way of softening the Yes, they’re also providing
edges of the injustices and suflife-saving care, but stories are a
fering I see in the world around part of that care. They help knit
me (or in myself), a way of
together shattered safety. Stories

Needs You

can help us form a context for
understanding what’s happened
to us.
Stories also help us explore, or
discover, who we really are and
what is at the root of our struggles. The meaning we ascribe to
a story reflects this perfectly. To
me, Hamlet isn’t about hesitation—it’s about what happens
when we let our intellect overrun
our heart. “Being too much in
your head” is one of my biggest
challenges and Hamlet reminds
me of the cost of living there.
And that’s why a good story isn’t
just a fun read—it’s a journey
of self-revelation: how many
times have you been reading and
thought “I’m totally like that” or
“I’m nothing like that” or the
ever-popular “Oh crap, I didn’t
think I was like that, but really I
am”?

Stories aren’t
just passive
entertainment.
I read a book recently about a
woman who was in a great marriage … and then an ex-lover
showed up. I love my husband,
he’s amazing, but I learned a
lot about my own longing from
that book, and the way I can get
trapped in a fantasy world just
like that woman did, imbuing
past lovers with magical qualities
when my husband and I aren’t
connecting the way I think we
“should.” Danger, Will Robinson! Note to self: watch the
Continued on Page 8
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The work never matches the
dream of perfection the artist has
gossamer-myth spinning. It
distracts from what I need to pay to start with.
~ William Faulkner
attention to in the present.
Continued from Page 7

And that’s why I have those
quotes. When I forget the power
of our collec-tive storytelling,
my reminding factors poke me
and say, “Stories help us live, and
make sense of, our lives. Keep
writing.”
Three examples from my collection of quotes:
“Every story is an answer to the
question: How should I live my
life?” — Keith Talbot
“A book ought to be an ice pick
to break up the frozen sea within
us.” — Franz Kafka
“We’re existentially alone on
the planet. I can’t know what
you’re thinking and feeling and
you can’t know what I’m thinking
and feeling. And the very best
works construct a bridge across
that abyss of human loneliness.”
— David Foster Wallace
Theresa Rogers, president of the San
Francisco Area chapter of RWA, has
published both fiction and nonfiction.
Take a look into her writing soul at
www.theresarogerswriter.com.

Stop Spinning
Your Wheel
By Donna Coe-Vellman
The following article appeared in the
October 2013 issue of ShoreLines, the
newsletter of the Long Island Romance
Writers, Debora Dale, Editor.
Permission is granted to sister chapters to reprint or forward articles with
proper credit to authors, newsletter and
chapter.

Do revisions make you feel like
an eye bulging, wild haired hamster stuck on a wheel rattling the
cage at midnight? Take heart,
you are like a crazed hamster...
but you have company.

I can’t write five words but that I
change seven. ~ Dorothy Parker
Here are some suggestions that
might help get your eyes back in
your head, your hair under control, and to give that wheel a rest.
-Start a new document for
each chapter—this makes it a bit
harder to go back.
-Send it to a critique partner – you’re less likely to go over
something that’s being looked at
by someone else.
-Set specific goals to get to your
larger goal.
-If an idea comes to you, write
it on a separate piece of paper,
post-it, or go back and type it
in bold print. Then return to
where you were.
-Don’t print out to reread
after every section.
-Make yourself accountable to
another person.
-Consider working on chapters
out of order.
-Rule of three – read it
through three times, no more,
then send it to a critique partner.
-Create a deadline for each
chapter.
-Take a break, perhaps walk
around the block, do a couple
of yoga moves, anything that
doesn’t pertain to writing.

When you return, start with the
next chapter or scene as if the
previous one didn’t exist.
-And most important - kick
that inner critic out and believe
in yourself.

Nothing is impossible, the word
itself says ‘I’m possible’!
~ Audrey Hepburn
Author’s note: I want to thank
all the LIRW members who gave
these suggestions, making this
article possible.
Donna Coe-Velleman has been a
member of LIRW for seven years She
writes fantasy with a dollop of humor
and is currently working on two short
stories. Come visit her blog at http://
donnacoe-velleman.blogspot.com.

TBR Pile:
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Arlene:

SECRET
GIRLFRIEND
by Bria Quinlan

Editor’s Note
By Karen McCoy
And so another year comes to
an end. It is with great sadness
that I will be stepping down as
newsletter editor due to upcoming commitments,
namely NAU’s
graduate program
in creative writing,
and my increasing involvement in
organizations centered around young
adult writing.
This was not an
easy decision. I
have enjoyed getting to know all of
you (some virtually,
some in person) during the past
year while putting the newsletter
together. And I treasure every
one of those connections.
But as much as I would like to
be Superwoman (I’m sure we
all would!), this past year also
proved it is better for me to devote my energies toward a select
number of places instead of
stretching myself too thin.

So often, we are made to feel
as though we need to take on the
load of twelve mules in order to
actually accomplish what we set
out to do. I’m guilty of this too.
Even while typing all these platitudes about balance and being
selective about choosing
tasks, I still wish I’d done
more—accomplished
more—this past year.
But here’s the secret.
Getting more things
done doesn’t necessarily
amount to accomplishing more. As the saying
goes, it’s better to be a
human being. Not a human doing.
This also relates to the
business side of writing—
which can also be its
own roller coaster. So many ups,
so many downs. But through it
all, one thing remains constant.
Your actual writing.
So that’s what I’ll be focusing
on, even amid my set commitments for the coming year. And
I hope you will, too—no matter
where the roller coaster takes
you.

Desert Dreams

Desert Dreams Conference

TBR Pile:
Anne Marie:

SNAPPED
by Laura Griffin

Karen:

PERFECT
by Ellen Hopkins

Susan:

DR. SLEEP
by Stephen King

Registration is Now Open!
Register today for Desert Dreams Conference,
April 4th - 6th, 2014 in Tempe, Arizona.

Register online at

www.desertroserwa.org to take advantage of our early
bird pricing. Visit us on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/desertdreamsconference.
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